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£575 pcm
Norfolk Phase 2, Norfolk St, Liverpool, L1 0BE

LetBid are pleased to present this stylish studio with modern
furnishings, a residents gym and a city centre location to let in Norfolk
House. Based in the vibrant Baltic Triangle, this property is simply
ideal for students, a working professional or a couple.
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LetBid are pleased to present this stylish studio with modern furnishings, a residents gym and a city centre location to let in Norfolk House. Based in
the vibrant Baltic Triangle, this property is simply ideal for students, a working professional or a couple.

This popular area is in the heart of Liverpool City Centre, with short walks to be enjoyed to Liverpool One, Albert Dock and the city’s famous bars and
restaurants. You’re also conveniently close to many of the city’s rail stations and bus stops.

The development itself, Norfolk House, boasts a variety of amenities to help you boost your lifestyle. Take the residents gym, 24-hour concierge, or
the self-contained launderette facilities for example. There is also a handy bike storage so you can keep your wheels safe and secure by your side.
When you fancy a chilled evening watching the sun set, head up to the building’s Roof Terrace and admire the city centre views. Bliss!

As you enter your studio apartment, you’re immediately presented with a slick, modern design which compliments the unique corner layout.
Gloss laminate floors, jet black doors and clean white furnishings. The kitchen / dining and lounge area offers a sizeable space for cooking and
prepping, with ample workspace and storage solutions. The units feature fully integrated appliances. The lounge area of the you’ll find a small study
desk with an office chair, as well as a couch and large wardrobe. There is also a T.V in this well designed studio.
The apartment boasts floor to ceiling windows and roller blinds, so you’ll have loads of natural light, with the option to adjust with fitted blinds.
Bathroom is spacious with a corner walk in shower, and is surrounded by a sleek, white decor scheme with stylish tiles and a wall mounted mirror.

Letting Information:
To Let: £575
Deposit: £575 (to be protected by the DPS scheme)
Available: Now
Bills: None
Term: Short or Long Term
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